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ABSTRACT 
If Ak = (afj), k = 1,2,. , n, are n-by-n matrices, then their mixed discriminant 
D(A’,..., A”) is given by 
D(A1,...,A”)=iOgs I(@)\, 
n 
where S, is the symmetric group of degree n and where 1.1 denotes determinant. We 
give certain alternative ways of defining the mixed discriminant and state some basic 
properties. It is pointed out that a Ryser-type formula for the mixed discriminant 
exists in the literature, and a simpler proof is given for it. It is shown that the mixed 
discriminant can be expressed as an inner product. A generalization of Konig’s 
theorem on O-l matrices is proved. The following set a,, which includes the set of 
n-by-n doubly stochastic matrices, is defined and studied: 
, . . . , A”) : A’ is n-by-n, positive semideffnite with trace 1, \ 
i-1,2,..., 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If Ak = ( ufj) are n-by-n complex matrices, k = 1,2,. . . , n, then their 
mixed discriminant, denoted by D( A’, . . . , A”), is defined as 
41) a11 . . . 
o(n) 
al" 
D(A’,..., An)=; c ; . ’ 0) 
cl E S” 
(-p(l) 
nl 
. . . an(n) 
“n 
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where S, is the symmetric group of degree n and where 1.1 denotes 
determinant. Clearly, if Ak = A for all k, then 
D(A’,..., A”) = ]A], 
whereas if each Ak is a diagonal matrix, then 
D(A’,..., A”) = $per(u!,). 
Thus the mixed discriminant provides an interesting generalization of 
both the determinant and the permanent, and this perhaps justifies studying 
the function. The purpose of this paper is to present a number of properties 
of the mixed discriminant which can be obtained by using familiar tools such 
as a variant of Halls theorem on systems of distinct representatives, the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and Schur complements. For earlier work con- 
cerning mixed discriminants we refer to the papers by Panov [8,9] and the 
references contained therein. 
If A is a hermitian positive definite (positive semidefinite) matrix, we 
write A > 0 (A >, 0). It will be convenient to define the class Xn, for any 
positive integer n, as follows: 
Mn= {A=(A~,..., A”):A’is n-by-n, A">O,i=1,2,...,n}. 
Note that the set of n-by-n nonnegative matrices is isomorphic to the 
subclass of J$ comprising those A for which each A’ is diagonal. The main 
topic of study of the present paper is the mixed discriminant function on the 
class J”, although we also consider D( A’, . . . , A”) for arbitrary A’, . . . , A” in 
some places. 
We will denote D(A’,..., A”) by D(A’:l<ign) as well. If A= 
(A’, . . . , A”)EN~, thenwewilldenote D(A’,...,A”)by D(A). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give certain alternative 
ways of defining the mixed discriminant and state a number of elementary 
properties. It is pointed out that a Ryser-type formula for the mixed discrimi- 
nant already exists in the literature, and a simpler proof is given for it. In 
Section 3 it is shown that the mixed discriminant admits a representation as 
an inner product, and this, combined with the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
leads to certain inequalities. In Section 4 a version of Konig’s theorem is 
proved for Jr/-. The proof makes use of Rado’s generalization of Halls 
theorem on systems of distinct representatives. In Section 5 a subclass of Je 
is identified and studied. The subclass has a structure similar to the polytope 
of doubly stochastic matrices. 
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2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
We now present some equivalent definitions of the mixed discriminant. 
Let E:S,+{~, -l} be defined by &(a)=1 (-1) if (I is even (odd). 
Then it can be seen that 
To see (2), we proceed as follows: 
which is equal to the right-hand side of (I). 
The next two expressions can be derived by equally elementary similar 
arguments: 
1 
ah(l) ... G(n) 
D(A’,..., A”)=; c E(U) f (3) 
. OES, 1 n 
a..(l, . . . a”o(n) 
and 
n 
n!D(A’,..., A”)=thecoefficientof x1.*-x, in c xiAi . I I (4) i=l 
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Extending the relation (4), a mixed immanant of A’, . . . , A” could be 
defined as (n!) - ’ times the coefficient of xl.. . x, in the corresponding 
immanant of Xy_lxiAi. In this paper, however, we consider only the mixed 
discriminant in detail. 
A generalization of (4) is stated in the next result. The proof is not 
difficult and is omitted. 
L,EMMA 1. LetA’,i=1,2 ,..., n, be n-by-n matrices, and let rl, . . . , r,, be 
nonnegative integers adding to n. Then the coej$cient of x;’ . . . x> in 
!Z,r_l~iAiI is equal to 
n! 
D 
( 
A’,..., A’,..., A” ,..., A” . 
r,!...r,! - - 1 
I1 ‘” 
Let l-‘,, denote the set of all functions from { 1,2,. . . , n } into itself. Then 
the cardinality of r, is n”, and S, is the subset of I?, consisting of all 
one-to-one functions. We will assume throughout that the elements of r, 
have been ordered lexicographically. The elements of S, then get an induced 
ordering. The Kronecker product A’ X . . . X A” is the n*-by-n” matrix 
whose rows and columns are indexed by elements of l?,, and if 8, p E l?,,, 
then the (8, p) entry of A’ X . . . X A” is given by 
It will be convenient to let E also denote the column vector of length n! 
with its ath element equal to E(u), u E S,. Let E^ denote the column vector of 
order n” whose components are indexed by elements of r,,, and 
i 
44, i!(u)= o (JESn, 
9 u 4 s,. 
If Ak = (a fj) are n-by-n matrices, k = 1,2,. . . , n, then we define the 
r&by-n! matrix n(A’,..., A”) as follows (see [l]). The rows and columns of 
m(A’,..., A”) are indexed by S,, and if (I, r E S,, then the (a, 7) entry is 
given by 
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Itcanbeseenthat -(A’,..., A”) is a principal submatrix of A’ X - - - X A” 
and 
=-$(A’X a.. xAn)$+ (5) 
In the next result we list several elementary properties of the mixed 
discriminant. 
LEMMA 2. The following assertions hold: 
(i) D(Z,...,Z)=l. 
(ii) D(A”(‘):l$i<n)=D(A’:l<i<n) forall ISES,. 
(iii) D(A’:lgi<n)=D((A’)*:l<i<n). 
(iv) D(aA’ + PB’, A2 ,..., A”) = oD(A’, A2 ,..., A”)+ PD(B’, A2 ,..., A”) 
for any complex a, p, 
(v) Zf R, S are n-by-n matrices, then we have 
D(A’R,..., A’%) = (R(D(A’,..., A”), 
D(SA’,..., SA”) = ISID(A’,..., A”). 
(vi) Zf A E N,, then D(A) z 0. 
(vii) Let A\ be n-by-n matrices, 16 i G n, 1 G k Q m. Let I’ denote the 
set of n-sequences chosen j&n 1,2,. . . , m. For each y in I’ define 
which is in Jv;,. Then the identity 
D CA, = C D(Ay) i 1 j Y=r 
holds, where “j ” denotes the constant sequence j,. . . , j. In particular, if all 
Ai > 0, then 
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(viii) If A E X”, then D(A) < (l/n!)~~=iA’]. 
(ix) ]D( A’: 1 < i < n)l < l/n! per(e,,), where Bij denotes the euclidean 
rwrm of the jth column of A’, i, j = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Proof. Assertions (i)-(v) can easily be derived from the definition (1). 
To prove (vi), note that if A E X”,, then A’ X . . . X A” is positive 
semidefinite and the result follows from (5). 
The identity of (vii) appears to be more general than (iv), but can be 
obtained by a repeated application of (iv). Now if Aik > 0, then ah terms in 
the summation on the right-hand side of the identity are nonnegative by (vi), 
and hence, retaining only one term, we get 
D 
To prove (viii), we first obtain, by setting xi = 1, i = 1,2,. . . , n, in 
Lemma 1, 
c r, ’ T,D(+.,A; ,..., $_.,A;), 
r,>O,r,+.“+*,,=n 1.“’ n’ 
‘1 ‘,a 
By (vi), each mixed discriminant on the right-hand side of the above 
summation is nonnegative, and hence we conclude that 
To prove (ix), we first recall one version of the Hadamard inequality 
which asserts that if A is an n-by-n matrix, then 
IIAIkoi~~~~,,, 
where (Y~ is the norm of the ith column of A, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Now the result 
follows by applying Hadamard inequality to each determinant on the right- 
hand side of (1). W 
Lomont and Cheema [2] introduce and study a function of n-tuples of 
n-by-n matrices. It turns out that their function is precisely n! times the 
mixed discriminant. One of the main results there (Theorem 2.1 in [2]) in fact 
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gives a Ryser-type formula for the mixed discriminant. We will assume that 
the reader is familiar with Ryser’s formula for the permanent (see, for 
example, [5, p. 1221). We now indicate a shorter proof of Theorem 2.1 in [2]. 
The following result will be needed. The proof is omitted, since it is only a 
special case of Problem 5, p. 20 of Lovasz [3]. 
LEMMA 3. Let p(r,, . . . , x,) be a polynomial of degree n, and denote by 
akp the polynomial obtained by substituting zeros for k of the variables in p 
in every possible combination and summing the (;t) polynomials arising. 
(Define aOp = p.) Then 
ig”( - 1)'a'p = cxl * * * X”, 
where c is the coefficient of x1 . . . x, in p(r,, . . . , x,). 
The next result is equivalent to Theorem 2.1 in [2]. It may be noted that 
the right-hand side of (6) has been used to define the function studied in [2], 
and then it is shown that (1) produces an equivalent definition. 
THEOREM 4. Let A’, i = 1 2 , ,***, n, be n-by-n matrices. Then 
n!D(A’,...,A”)= (61 
where Ial is the cardinulity of a. 
Proof. Let 
P(X i ,..., x,) = ; ,f: xiAi . 
.I I t=l 
Then the result is obtained by setting xi = 1, i = 1,. . . , n, in Lemma 3, in 
view of the fact that D(A’, . . . , A”) is the coefficient of xi.. . x, in 
p(rp...,x,). n 
In Theorem 4, if each A’ is diagonal, then the result specializes to Ryser’s 
formula for the permanent. 
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3. CAUCHY-BINET FORMULA 
Marcus and Newman [4] showed how to express the permanent as an 
inner product. In a similar way the mixed discriminant can also be expressed 
as an inner product, giving rise to a Cauchy-Binet formula. This is stated in 
the next result. 
LEMMA 5. Let U’,V’, i = 1,2 ,..., n, be n-by-n matrices. Then we have 
Proof. By (5) 
L)(IJi*Vi:I<i<n)=$((UL*V’X *** x U”*V”)t, E) 
=-&u’*x *** XU”“)(V’X **. XV”)i,EI) 
=JJ(V’x . . * XV”)1,(U’X *a* xW)E^). (7) 
For 6 E I,,, the 6th entry of (V’ X . . . X V”); is given by 
[(VlX . . . XV)&= c (V’x ... XV”)&p) 
P E r” 
n 
= C FI v&i)p(i)E(P) 
pus, i=i 
Similarly, for 6 E F,, the 6th entry of (V’ X * * * X U”)E^ is given by ](u&~,~)], 
and the proof follows from (7). W 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 and the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
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LEMMA 6. Let U',V', i =1,2,..., n, be n-by-n matrices. Then we have 
ID(U’*Vi:lGign)j2 < D(U’*U’: 1 G i Q n)D(V**V’: 1 d i d n). 
COROLLARY 7. IfA', i = 1,2,..., n, are positive definite *by-n matrices, 
then 
Proof. Let A’ = U’*U’, i = 1,2 ,..., n. The results is obtained by setting 
Vi = (Vi*)-‘, i = 1,2 ,..., 12, in Lemma 6. n 
It was shown in [l] that the mixed discriminant of a set of positive 
definite matrices exceeds or equals the geometric mean of their determinants. 
We now obtain a refinement of that result using Schur complements. 
Let A >, 0 be partitioned as follows: 
A= B ’ 
[ 1 C* D’ 
It is well known that the column space of C is contained in that of B and 
hence there exists a matrix R such that C = BR. 
Define 
B=D--R*BR. 
When B is a nonsingular, fi equals D - C*B-‘C, which is called the Schur 
complement of B in A. Thus we will think of & defined above, as the Schur 
complement of B in A when A > 0. 
For a survey of Schur complements, see [2,8J. We will need the simple 
facts that B > 0 when A L 0 and that IAl = IBJ IBI. Also, if 
then we have A = U*U. 
THEOREM 8. Let Ak, k = 1 2 , , . . . , n, be n-by-n positive semidefinite 
matrices which are conformally partitioned as 
Ak = k=1,2 ,..., n. 
116 
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where 
B1/2 
Mk= k 0 
[ 1 0 q/2 ’ 
Proof. Let 
k=l 
k=1,2 ,..., n. 
k=1,2 ,..., n, 
and let Vk = I, k = 1 2 , >‘.., n, in Lemma 6. The first inequality of the 
theorem follows, since 
D( Uk* : l<k<n)=D(Mk:l<k<n) 
and since Uk*Uk = Ak, k = 1 2 3 ,***> n. 
The second inequality of the theorem is a consequence of the result from 
[l] quoted just after Corollary 7. W 
4. A GENERALIZATION OF KONIG’S THEOREM 
The Frobenius-Konig theorem states that if A is a nonnegative n-by-n 
matrix, then the permanent of A is zero if and only if A has a zero submatrix 
of order r x s where T + s = n + 1. The following generalization of this result 
has been recently given by Panov [9, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 9. Let Ak 2 0, k = 1 2 , ,. . . , n, be n-by-n matrices. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) D(Ak:l<k<n)>O; 
(ii) for any j3 C {1,2 ,..., n}, 
IPl+&m ( ,?gkemel Ai) < n; 
(iii) foranyj3~{1,2,...,n}, ]/3(<Rank(XiEBAi). 
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It may be remarked that Panov [9] gives only (i), (ii) and does not 
mention (iii); but it is easy to verify that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent in view of 
the relation 
kernel c A’ = n kernel A’. 
iG/? ifzp 
The purpose of this section is to show that Theorem 9 can be obtained 
using Rado’s generalization of Halls theorem on systems of distinct represen- 
tatives, which we include here (see [6, p. 951). 
LEMMA 10. Let 0 < m < n, and let S, ,..., S, be subsets of a vector 
space V. The following statements are then equivalent: 
(i) whenever xi E Si (1~ i Q n), the vectors xl,. . . , xn span a subspace of 
dimension not exceeding m; 
(ii) there exists an integer h, 0 < h < m, and a collection of h + n - m 
sets out of S,,..., S, contained in a subspace of dimension h. 
If Ak are n-by-n matrices, k = 1,2,. . . , m, and m -C n, then we define 
D(Ak:l<k<m)=D(A’ ,..., A”,Z ,..., I), 
where the identity matrix is of order n X n and appears n - m times. 
The next result is a generalization of Theorem 9, and it also includes 
Konig’s theorem on 0 -1 matrices as a special case. 
THEOREM 11. Let Ak > 0, k = 1 2 , ,..., n, be n-by-n matrices, and let m 
be fixed, 1 Q m -C n. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) for any a C { 1,2,. . . , n} with Ial = m + 1, D(Ak: k E a) = 0; 
(ii) there exists p c { 1,2,. . . , n} with [/?I+ m - n >, Rank(CkGBAk). 
Proof. Let Ak=Xk(Xk)*, k=l,2,...,n, where Xk are n-by-n matrices, 
and let X = [Xl,..., X”]. 
By Lemma 5, condition (i) can be seen to be equivalent to the following: 
(i’) for any CUC {1,2,..., n} with ]a] = m+ 1, if one column vector is 
selected from each of the matrices { Xi : i E a}, then the resulting collection is 
linearly dependent. 
Also, condition (ii) is equivalent to 
(ii’) there exists fi c { 1,2,. . . , n } such that the rank of the augmented 
matrix [Xi: i ED] does not exceed I/3]+ m - n. 
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Now if we let S, be the set of columns of X’, i = 1,2,. . . , n, then the 
equivalence of (i’) and (ii’) is immediate from Lemma 10, and the proof is 
complete. n 
By a line of a matrix we mean either a row or a column. A set of entries of 
a matrix are said to form a scattered set if no two entries of the set are on the 
same line. The well-known theorem of Konig on 0 -1 matrices is stated next 
(see [6, p. 1881). 
THEOREM 12. lf A is a nonnegative n-by-n matrix, the maximum 
number of positive elements of a scattered set is equal to the minimum 
number of lines which contain all positive elements. 
Proof. Let ac (1,2 )...) n}. Then note that D(Ak:k~a)>O if and 
only if the columns of A represented by indices in 1y contain a scattered set 
of size Ial of positive elements. Thus if m is the maximum number of positive 
elements of a scattered set in A, then for any (Y c { 1,2,. . . , n } with Ial = m 
+ 1, we must have D( Ak : k E a) = 0. 
Therefore, by (i) * (ii) of Theorem 11 there exists p c { 1,2,. . . , n } with 
IPI+m-n>Rank(C,,B Ak). Consider the submatrix A formed by columns 
in j3. Note that Rank(& E B Ak) is simply n minus the number of zero rows of 
that submatrix. Thus we conclude that A has a zero submatrix of I/?1 columns 
and with at least 2n - I/_31 - m rows. In other words after a rearrangement of 
rows and columns A can be written as 
Therefore the first IpI+ m - n rows and the first n - I/.31 columns of A 
contain all positive elements of A. Thus if q denotes the minimum number of 
lines containing all positive elements of A, then q < m. Similarly, using 
(ii) * (i) of Theorem 11, we can prove m < q and hence m = q. W 
5. IN SEARCH OF A BIRKHOFF-VON NEUMANN-TYPE RESULT 
In this section we identify and study a subclass of xn which is analogous 
to the polytope s1, of n-by-n doubly stochastic matrices. Here is how the 
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class is defined. For any n we define 9, as 
A”):A’>O,trA’=l, i=1,2 ,..., n; 2 A”=I 
i-l 
We first remark that 8, is isomorphic to the subclass of g,, which 
consists of all A in 9” for which each A’ is diagonal. 
Clearly, 9” is a compact, convex set. If A E 9,. then for any permuta- 
tion u, (A”(‘), . . . , A”(“)) E gl,, and for any unitary U, 
(UA’U*,..., UAW*) E e9,,. 
Furthermore, the mixed discriminant is unchanged after either of these 
two operations. This property is analogous to the fact that if A E a2,, then 
any matrix obtained by permuting rows or columns of A is in Q,, and has the 
same permanent. 
It is well known that the permanent of a doubly stochastic matrix is 
positive. The next result generalizes this fact. 
THEOREM 13. Zf A E g,,, then D(A) > 0. 
Proof. Suppose A E 9” and D(A) = 0. Then by Theorem 9 there exists 
ac {1,2,...,n} such that 
t:=Rank (8) 
We assume, without loss of generality, that (Y = { 1,2,. . . , s }. The hypoth- 
esis as well as the conclusion of the theorem is unchanged if each A’ is 
replaced by UA’U*, i = 1,2,. . . , n, for some fixed unitary matrix U. Therefore 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that the null space of Xk E ,Ak is 
spanned by the first n - t columns of the n-by-n identity matrix. Since the 
null space of &.ca Ak equals the intersection of the null spaces of Ak, 
k = 1,2,..., s, the matrices Ak, k = 1 2 9 >.**, s, can be expressed in the form 
0 0 
Ak = o Dk , 
[ 1 k=1,2 ,..., s, 
where each Dk is t-by-t. 
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Let Ak, k:s+l,..., n, be conformally partitioned as 
Ak = Bk ck 
[ 1 c; D, ’ k=s+l,...,n. 
Now 
tr i B,= tr t B, 
k=s+l k=l 
whereas 
tr i B, < tr f Ak 
k=s+l k=s+l 
<n-s. 
Thus n - t < n - s, which contradicts (8) and the proof is complete. n 
The Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem asserts that the extreme points of 
a,, are precisely the permutation matrices of order n. It seems natural to 
attempt to characterize the extreme points of 9,,. We present some partial 
results in this direction in what follows. 
LEMMA 14. ZfAEg,, issuch that rank(A”)=l, i=1,2,...,n, then A 
is an extreme point of gn. 
Proof. Suppose there exist B,C in 9” such that 
A = ;(B+C). 
Since rank( A’) = 1 and tr A’ = 1, the only nonzero eigenvalue of A’ is 1. 
Let U be the unitary matrix such that 
UA’U* = I 
1 
0 
Y I* 0 
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Since 
U&J* = ;(UB’U* + uc’u*) 
and since tr B’ = tr C’ = 1, it follows that 
UB’U* = UC’U* = UA’U* 
and hence B’ = C’. Similarly it can be concluded that B’ = C”, i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
and hence A is an extreme point of Q2,. W 
An elementary observation which is used in the remainder of this section 
is the following. Let A >, 0, B > 0 be n-by-n nonzero matrices. Then there 
exists 13 > 0 such that A - BB > 0 if and only if Range(B) C Range(A), and 
if 8 is the largest positive number for which A - 8B >, 0, then rank( A - 6B) 
< rank(A). 
If A is a nonnegative matrix, then the pattern matrix of A, denoted by 
P(A), is a 0 -1 matrix of the same order with its (i, j) entry equal to 1 if and 
only if a, j > 0. Two nonnegative matrices are of the same pattern if their 
pattern matrices are identical. Now suppose A, B E M,. What does it mean to 
say that A and B have the same pattern? It seems natural to say that A,B 
havethesamepattemifRange(Ai)=Range(Bi), i=1,2,...,n. 
The extreme points of !J2, may also be characterized as follows: A E G12, is 
extreme if and only if for any B E !d2,, p(B) 6 p(A) implies B = A. Analo- 
gously we have the following. 
LEMMA 15. Let A E 9,,. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is an extreme point of 9,,; 
(ii) if BEG” andif Range(B’)cRange(A’), i=1,2,...,n, thenB=A. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Suppose A is extreme in 9,,, and suppose there exists a 
distinct B in 9” with Range(B’)cRange(A’), i=1,2,...,n. Then for a 
sufficiently small positive 8, 
Let 
A’&- 8B’> 0 i=1,2 n. ,.-., 
ci = A(4 + OB’), i = 1,2 ,...,n, 
D’ = &(Ai- f3~i), i=1,2 12. ,.a., 
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Then C = (Cl,... , C”), D = (D’,... , II”) are in -9,,, and 
1+9 l-i? 
A=---_ 2 C+yD, 
which contradicts that A is extreme. 
(ii) = (i): If A is not extreme in 9”, then there exist C,D in .9,,, distinct 
from A, such that 
A=;(C+D). 
It follows that Range( C’) c Range( A’), i = 1,2,. . . , n, which contradicts (ii). 
n 
LEMMA 16. Let 9: c 9,,. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 9: is precisely the set of extreme points of 9” 
(ii) fir any A E 9,, there exists B E 9,” such that Range( B’) C 
Range(A’), i = 1,2,.. ., n. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii): Let A E 9”. Since (i) holds, A can be expressed as a 
convex combination of elements in 9:. If B E 9: is one of the elements 
which appear in the convex combination, then it must be true that Range( B’) 
c Range(A’), i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
(ii) j (i): Let A E 9,,. Then by (ii), there exists B E 9: with Range( B’) 
c Range(A’), i = 1,2 ,..., n. Let 8 be the largest positive number for which 
C’=A’-8B’>O, i=1,2 ,..., n,andletC=(C’,..., C”).‘Ihen 
and 
A = (1 - 8) 
By the condition imposed on 8, it must be true that for at least one i, 
rank(C’) < rank(A’). Thus the argument may be repeated with [l/(1 - e)]C 
in place of A, and therefore the proof is complete. n 
Let P,, denote the subclass of 9” consisting of elements A such that 
rank(A’)= 1, i = 1,2 ,..., n. By Lemma 14, every element in 9,, is an 
extreme point of 9,. For n = 2, the converse holds, as we show next. 
LEMMA 17. The set of extrfme points of =92 is g2. 
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Proof. Let A = (A’, A2) E g2, and suppose A is not in g2. Then without 
loss of generality suppose rank( A2) > 1, so that A2 is nonsingular. Choose any 
x E Rank(A’), x*x = 1, and let y be orthogonal to r and satisfy y*y = 1. 
Now if B’ = x1c* and B2 = yy*, then B = (B’, B2) E P2 with Range(@) C 
Range( A’), i = 1,2. Therefore by Lemma 16 the proof is complete. n 
In general, it is not true that 9,, is precisely the set of extreme points of 
gn. An example to demonstrate this, given by Dr. S. K. Mitra in a personal 
communication, is given in the appendix. 
We conclude this section by stating some open problems. 
Problem 1. Characterize the extreme points of 9,. 
Problem 2. Determine the minimum of D(A) over B,,. In view of the 
verification of the van der Waerden conjecture due to Egorychev and 
Falikman, it is reasonable to conjecture that the minimum is attained 
uniquely at J, = (J,‘, . . . , I,“), where n_li = I, i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Problem 3. Is it true that for any A E 9,,, D(A) > (l/n!) per( a ii)? 
APPENDIX 
The following example shows that 9d has extreme points outside pd. 
Let ei, i = 1,2,3,4, denote the ith column of the identity matrix of order 
4, and let 
Let A E g4 be given by 
A’ = i( fifi* + e3e3* ), A2=$(f2f2* +e,c,*), 
A3 = i( eie: + e2e2*) A4=:(f3f3*+f4f4*). 
We claim that it is not possible to select xi E Range( A’), i = 1,2,3,4, which 
are orthonormal. That, by Lemma 16, will show that s@~ does not exhaust the 
extreme points of ZB4. 
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To prove the claim, suppose xi E Range( A’), i = 1,2,3,4, are orthonor- 
mal. Then xi may be assumed to be as given in the following table, where 
ai, pi, yi, &, i = 1,2, are scalars: 
x1 x2 x3 x4 
a1 Yl + Y2 81 
- a1 ;: Yl + Y2 62 
a2 - Wl Yl + Yz 0 
0 P2 - 3Y, + Y2 0 
Since x1, x2 are orthogonal, a2p1 = 0. If p1 # 0, then a2 = 0 and hence 
a1 # 0. Now x4 cannot be orthogonal to both x1, x2. We therefore assume 
that p1 = 0. Since x2, r3 are orthogonal, we have y2 = 3y,. Now if (Ye = 0, 
then the orthogonality of x1, x3 gives y1 + y2 = 0, a contradiction. Also, if 
a1 # 0, then we must have 6, = a,, and then, since x3, x4 are orthogonal, 
y1 + y2 = 0. Thus we again get a contradiction, and the c!aim is proved. 
1 want to thank the referee for muking several helpful suggestions. 
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